There are two major mechanisms responsible for linkage disequilibrium or nonrandom association ofalleles between two loci on a chromosome. They are epistatic natural selection and random genetic drift. The former increases the frequencies of favorable combinations of alleles in a population, and stable linkage disequilibrium is expected; the latter causes random fluctuation ofgamete frequencies in the population and, hence, increases the variance of the linkage disequilibrium coefficient (see ref. 1 for review). Such random fluctuation would be en- hanced if the population were subdivided into colonies (subpopulations) or if mating were not random in the population. Various attempts have been made to clarify such an effect (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .
Most of these studies treat special transient cases or special types of mating schemes. Recently I have worked out a theory for treating linkage disequilibrium in a finite subdivided population when equilibrium is reached among various forces. The details of the mathematical treatments will be published elsewhere, but the analyses are summarized and will be further developed in this report. The results have an important bearing for understanding the factors responsible for the observed linkage disequilibrium, such as that found among the markers in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) ofman and mouse by Bodmer (9) and Klein (10) .
MODEL
Let us consider a population (species) consisting ofa finite number, n, of subpopulations (colonies). Each colony consists of N breeding individuals (effective size) and is subject to extinction with rate A per generation, so that whenever the colony goes extinct, it is immediately replaced by a line derived from individuals of another colony in the population (11) . In addition, each colony exchanges individuals with the entire population at a rate m per generation-i.e., Wright's island model (12) is assumed.
In my original analysis, the classical two-allele model with symmetric mutation rate was used. In this report, it is assumed that a mutation occurrence represents a new, not a preexisting, allele-i.e., the infinite allele model of Kimura and Crow (13) is assumed. This model is more realistic than the previous one because there are many allelic states at the molecular level. Let v be the mutation rate per locus per generation. Two loci, A and B, are assumed, and let c be the recombination fraction between them.
In this model, random drift occurs within each colony, and different chromosome types may spread in different colonies; in addition, the extinction/replacement ofcolonies may greatly accelerate random frequency drift in the total population. Before starting the analyses on two loci, it is useful to review the single-locus properties of this model. A necessary quantity is the probability of two randomly chosen genes being identical by descent. Let 41 be the identity probability of two homologous genes within a single colony. Similarly, let 402 be the identity probability oftwo homologous genes randomly chosen from different colonies. Maruyama and Kimura (11) studied transitional and equilibrium properties of (1 and [3] in which I X, is the sum over all i and j. DIs2 is the expected variance of linkage disequilibrium within a colony. Because we assume that colonies are equivalent, the subscript k may be dropped after taking expectation, if one is interested in the equilibrium values. [4] where the hat (^) denotes an equilibrium value. Note that the corresponding second moments of the two-allele model are the expected values with respect to one allele, whereas the quan- and nJ = S y, / In terms of these notations, various linkage disequilibrium coefficients may be defined.
Note that the conventional linkage disequilibrium coefficient may be regarded as the correlation of Ai and Bj of one gamete relative to that of two randomly chosen gametes from the population.
In the present case, various linkage disequilibrium coefficients may be written as follows. The disequilibrium of the kth colony is BYk = 9ij,k -XikYj,k- [5] The disequilibrium coefficient between the colonies or the correlation of Ai and Bj within a colony relative to that of the total population may be defined in various ways: [6] and d nJk = gy,k giY 
18]
Finally, the disequilibrium coefficient of the entire population is DiY = gig-X~j 1 [9] Under the assumption of selective neutrality, the expected values ofthe above coefficients are all zero at equilibrium, and one needs to evaluate the variances of these coefficients.
Under the infinite allele model, the variance of the disequilibrium coefficient is complicated and expressed by the sum over all alleles at the two loci (14) . Population structure further complicates the formulation. In terms of the analogy with subdivision of inbreeding coefficients of Wright (12) Djs = E{E 8yk } = E{E (gi,k Xi,kYj)}2 [10] DST2 = E{ d k2}= E{ (Xikyj,k -y)2} ' [1] which is the variance of the correlation of genes of the two loci (Ai and B,) of different gametes of one colony relative to that of the total population. Other definitions are
iji which is the variance ofthe correlation ofAi and Bj ofone gamete in a colony relative to that of the total population.
i-y)} [13] 3, i ij which is the variance of the disequilibrium of the total population. Finally, DIT2 becomes DI= E{ dk} = (gilk j jp)2} [14] which is the total variance of disequilibrium-i.e., the correlation of Ai and B, of a gamete in a colony relative to that of different gametes of the total population. Interestingly, the additivity principle, as in inbreeding coefficients, does not hold for the above components of linkage disequilibrium. DIT =$ DIS + DST . [15] This is because covariance terms come into the formula. However, we have DIT = DIS + DST . [16] These relationships will be examined in more detail later.
In order to obtain the above variance components, one needs all moments ofgyk, gy, Xi,k, etc., up to the fourth. Details ofthe derivation will be published elsewhere. Here, the difference ofthe formulas between the two-allele and infinite allele models is presented. [25] [26]
The absolute value of linkage disequilibrium is dependent on mutation rate; however, the standardized value is insensitive to this parameter ( Standardized variances (cIr2 and or2), the probability of gene identity at a locus within a colony (4p), and that in the total population (42) are given. The effects of recombination rate c and migration rate m can be seen. Parameters are v = 10-, N = 100, n = 200, and A = 10-2. 
